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This was an unusual gathering of historians. We are more likely to attend differently specialized academic meetings with scholars who fall into our respective subfields, be it Chinese history, meetings of medievalists or diplomatic historians. This was a golden opportunity to situate our studies in a global historical and comparative framework and in a 500-year period: the exchanges amongst us were enlightening and deeply educational. Economists and economic historians also participated in the workshop. Economists and historians rarely find the opportunity to speak directly. The questions, observations and suggestions of economists challenged and enriched the case studies as they moved forward for inclusion in this volume. Renato Galvão Flôres, Jr., one of the economists present, subsequently joined the group of contributors and brought his sharp insights and wide-ranging experience as a practitioner and scholar to bear.
The editors are grateful to their home institutions for their support for this project. The contributors have been exemplars of professionalism, generosity and dedication. Their contributions to the shaping of the volume exceed their individual chapters. They have also been exceedingly patient with enthusiastic, and sometimes demanding, editors. There are many debts to our respective networks of colleagues who have read earlier drafts of these chapters: their thanks are expressed in individual chapters. The anonymous reviewer made many constructive suggestions and the volume is better for them.
Palgrave Macmillan has been the ideal home for this volume. Jen McCall and Holly Tyler have been wonderful to work with: clear, reasonable and decisive. Roza I. M. El-Eini has been thorough in copy-editing
